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1. INTRODUCTION
Druggability and selectivity analysis are increasingly performed in early drug discovery for both target assessment and setting lead optimization strategies. This is
necessitated by the high failure rates in the drug discovery process—greater than
60% in early drug discovery screening and lead optimization stages alone [1]. In
target assessment, ideas are rated on target-validation, assay feasibility, druggability, and selectivity as it relates to toxicity and side-effect potential [2,3]. In lead
optimization, selectivity analysis can suggest both possible selectivity issues, as
well as regions of the binding site that allow the drug discovery team to overcome these issues. Druggability analysis can be useful in suggesting additional
“hot spots” for increasing potency of lead compounds. This review covers computational approaches for assessing and predicting selectivity and druggability, and
those interested in computational aspects of target validation may want to read a
recent review by Loging et al. [4].
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2. SELECTIVITY
Selectivity analysis has the goal of identifying potential secondary pharmacology
and suggesting assays for following up predicted selectivity issues, as well as
identifying strategies for improving selectivity of small molecule leads. Profiling
for and optimizing against secondary pharmacology is important to the discovery of compounds with decreased side effects, more desirable therapeutic profiles,
and greater therapeutic differentiation. For example, successful kinase inhibitors
such as imantinib (Gleevec) and sutanimib (Sutent) have a distinct selectivity profile that confers efficacy and safety [5]. In terms of computational approaches,
analyses of increasing sophistication can be performed depending on how much
information is available—this includes protein sequence, protein structure, and
ligand information. The wide availability of these types of information for protein
kinases has allowed for a significant body of selectivity analysis work, which is
covered in reviews such as [6–9]. Readers interested in off-target cytochrome P450
inhibition, transporter-mediated efflux, and ADMET-related prediction for small
molecules may want to consider recent reviews in the Annual Reports in Computational Chemistry [10–12].

2.1 Ligand analysis
If ligands are known for the biological target, cheminformatics approaches are
useful in identifying potential selectivity issues, especially when they are used
in combination with aggregate compound databases that are annotated with biological activity. Such databases include historical databases maintained in-house
at biopharmaceutical companies, as well as Jubilant, GVK, MDDR, WOMBAT, and
StARLITe databases [13,14]. The idea of comparing targets by looking at the small
molecules that modulate them has been termed SARAH, for structure-activity relationship homology [15]. In the original SARAH idea, experimentally measured
affinities for a diverse set of compounds represent an “affinity fingerprint” for a
target, and similar pharmacological profiles would indicate target homology in
SAR space [15]. From a drug discovery perspective, this approach is meaningful
since it identifies similarity based on inhibitor or antagonist/agonist profiles, and
an example where this experimental approach is applied to cysteine protease inhibitors is described in [16].
Small molecule screening data accumulated in compound databases can also
be used in identifying target homology in SAR space. One approach is to identify analogs of the known active compounds using similarity searches based on
2D chemical fingerprints [17], and then look at the biological activities of the
identified compounds. Conceptually, the confidence in the predicted selectivity
issue increases as a pair of biological targets share larger numbers of chemotypes. This approach has traditionally been qualitative and subjective, and recently several groups have sought to make the approach more systematic and
rigorous [18]. One way, termed the similarity ensemble approach (SEA) [19], takes
the summed similarity score over all pairs of ligands that two biological targets
share and compares it to the distribution of scores from random sets of compounds, thus allowing calculation of a statistical confidence value that is similar
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to the E-value used in scoring BLAST [20] sequence searches. Another approach
is to generate a similarity score between two sets of ligands, but use Bayesian
models to weight compound substructures that contribute more to activity [21].
A pure machine learning approach can also be used, and involves training activity models and then using the models to predict off-target activities. Nidhi et al.
used a naïve Bayesian classifier to train models for 964 biological target activities
and found 77% prediction accuracy when predicting activities for a separate data
set [22].
These chemo-centric similarity approaches can help in identifying a selectivity
panel if there is sufficient a priori data, and can also be used after a high-throughput
screen (HTS) is complete and more ligands are known. The database SARAH approach has been applied in varying degrees of sophistication to nuclear hormone
receptors [23], kinases [8], and enzymes in general [24].

2.2 Sequence analysis
While ligand information is not always available, protein sequence information
is almost always available. Starting with the protein sequence, related proteins,
or homologs, can be found through sequence similarity searches such as BLAST
[20], where the typical search is a protein BLAST against human sequences in the
non-redundant sequence database [25]. Rat and mouse sequences may also be of
interest depending on the disease model that will be used. Once protein sequences
are identified, multiple sequence alignment of significant BLAST hits can be performed using programs such as Clustal [26].
A variety of methods are available to cluster sequences and identify similarities
starting from the multiple sequence alignment, with the most straightforward of
these being pair-wise measurement of sequence identity or sequence similarity. Sequence identity is the percent of the residue positions that match, while sequence
similarity involves a substitution matrix where amino acid residue similarity is
taken into account. A more sophisticated approach to identify significantly related
proteins is to infer a phylogenetic tree based on the multiple sequence alignment.
Closely related proteins in a phylogenetic tree are, in general, likely to be selectivity issues. Similarity and phylogenetic tree calculations can be performed using
software tools such as PFAAT [27], Jalview [28], and Mega [29], which are listed in
Table 2.1.
When information on the protein domain of interest is available, the sequence
analysis can be focused on the domain sequences. An even more detailed investigation of residues around the binding site can me made if there is information
about the desired drug interaction site from experimental data such as mutagenesis results or co-crystal structure information. For instance, in analyzing kinase
selectivity issues, workers often focus on residues lining the ATP binding site
[30,31]. In these binding site analyses, it is important to note that all residues do
not contribute equally to binding, and close inspection of the actual interactions
based on a crystal structure would be prudent [32,33]. For instance, a protein backbone interaction to the ligand does not depend strongly on amino acid type, and
prolines can change or rigidify the main chain conformation. An analysis of ki-
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Some popular tools for performing selectivity analysis using protein sequence

Task

Tool/resource Web link

Search for related
protein sequences

Blast

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast

Multiple sequence
alignment

Clustal

http://bips.u-strasbg.fr/en/Documentation/
ClustalX/

Analyze a multiple
sequence alignment

PFAAT
Jalview
Mega

http://pfaat.sourceforge.net
http://www.jalview.org
http://www.megasoftware.net

Identifying
domains

NCBI
conserved
domain
database

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Structure/cdd/

nase inhibitors found that two non-conservative, energetically-important, residue
substitutions in the binding site are sufficient for gaining selectivity for a compound [34].
When co-crystal structures are not available, Ortiz et al. have suggested using functional residue prediction methods to identify selectivity residues [35]. The
most popular of these methods are Evolutionary Trace [36] and ConSurf [37],
which use phylogenetic trees to predict biologically-relevant residues that are then
mapped onto a representative crystal structure.

2.3 Structure-based analysis
One significant limitation of sequence-based approaches is the inability to assess
selectivity issues between targets lacking sequence homology. For instance, protein kinase sequences cannot be aligned to phosphodiesterase sequences even
though selectivity issues have been observed between the two target classes.
Structure-based approaches can help to identify non-homologous selectivity concerns when co-crystal structures are available. Such approaches can be classified
by whether they are receptor-focused or ligand-focused, as described below.
Receptor-focused approaches involve comparison of the physiochemical properties of residues that line the binding pocket. CavBase [38], SURFACE [39], and
SitesBase [40] are three examples. CavBase converts the portions of binding site
residues exposed to solvent into sets of points defined by one of five pseudocenter types (aliphatic, donor, acceptor, donor/acceptor, and aromatic). For instance,
a tyrosine is represented by an “aromatic” pseudocenter placed in the middle of
the phenyl ring and a “donor/acceptor” pseudocenter placed at the oxygen of the
hydroxyl. The constellation of pseudocenters representing a binding site is then
compared to those of other binding sites using clique-detection algorithms that
identify matching portions of the constellations. This approach has been applied
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to classification of the enzyme binding pocket in protein kinases [41]. SURFACE
represents each residue using just two pseudocenters, which represents the backbone Cα atom and the side-chain center of mass [39]. Instead of just scoring
for matches, an evolutionary amino acid substitution matrix is used. SitesBase
compares binding sites based on actual atoms and atom types (carbon, nitrogen,
oxygen, sulfur) instead of pseudocenters [40], and the approach was applied to
proteases [42].
Instead of basing comparisons off properties of residues that flank the binding site, ligand-focused approaches attempt to compare the actual small molecule
binding space. GRID/PCA [43,44], for instance, uses GRID to systematically sample the binding site with a set of chemical probes, and uses an energy function
to generate molecular interaction fields that represent areas of favorable affinity
for each of the probes. Applying principle component analysis (PCA) to the GRID
values then identifies consistency as well as differences in the interaction fields.
The method has been used to study a set of 13 ephrin receptor tyrosine kinases
[45] as well as a set of ten structures of CDK2 and GSK-3b [46]. Reported applications of GRID/PCA have generally focused on selectivity issues among proteins
with sequence homology, in part due to the necessity of receptor structure superposition. The more recent GRIND/PCA method [43] does allow for comparisons
independent of structural alignment, and has been used to compare a homology
model of adenosine receptor A1 to four ribose-binding proteins [38]. The small
number of comparisons is likely due to the compute-intensive nature of GRID calculations. Another approach [47] uses docking to identify a set of predicted active
compounds for the protein of interest, and this set is then docked to possible selectivity targets. Targets with the most similar binding sites were shown to have
the highest docking scores.
For lead optimization, Sheinerman et al. [34] showed in the context of protein
kinases that energetically important residues could be identified using a systematic analysis of small-molecule structure-activity relationships in the context of a
protein family sequence alignment and available structures for compound binding modes. A quantitative method for optimization of electrostatic interactions—
including accounting for desolvation effects—was demonstrated for HIV protease
inhibitor design recently [48]. The approach uses mathematical optimization techniques to define a ligand with maximal potency against a desirable set of targets
(a set of escape mutants for HIV protease) and minimal potency for an undesirable
set of human aspartyl protease “decoys” [48]. A rigorous but decidedly theoretical biophysical inquiry into the physical basis of selectivity found that polar and
charged groups increase specificity of ligand interactions due to their greater sensitivity to shape complementarity as compared to hydrophobic interactions, and,
in addition, conformational flexibility can increase the specificity of polar and
charged interactions [49].
Molecular analyses are imperfect in that serendipitous binding modes are always possible. For instance, crystal structures of PXR show that ligands have
multiple binding modes [50], and protein kinases can adopt multiple inactive conformations that are druggable [51]. A dramatic example is shown in Figure 2.1,
where a small modification to a non-selective kinase inhibitor yielded 1400× se-
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lectivity, most likely because of a flip in the binding of a terminal benzimidazole
group [52]. However, in protein kinases, most, if not all, of the major binding
modes have probably been identified and can be used in selectivity analyses [51],
although there is a possibility that allosteric sites away from the ATP active site
exist [53]. While serendipitous binding modes are an infrequent but important
consideration, computational methods are nevertheless useful as systematic, objective analyses for assessing the risk of selectivity issues as well as identifying
possible selectivity issues and strategies that should be experimentally considered.

3. DRUGGABILITY
What is “druggability”? It is ultimately the success of the compound in human
clinical trials. This includes not only compound properties but also aspects of
efficacy, safety, and commercial attractiveness which are difficult to predict. For
scientists engaged in drug discovery prior to clinical trials, ‘druggability’ can be
defined more tangibly in terms of the chemical matter at the high-throughput
screening and lead generation stages.

3.1 Ligand analysis
Traditionally, druggability has been assessed experimentally. At the HTS stage,
teams typically define “druggability” in terms of identifying a “druglike” small
molecule with activity in the one micromolar range, where the term “druglike”
refers to compounds with physical properties ranges similar to known oral drugs
[54–57]. Common “druglike” rules include polar surface area (PSA) less than
140 A2 [55], number of rotateable bonds less than 10 [56], molecular weight less
than about 500 Da, and no more than one rule violation in the Lipinski Rule-of-Five
[54]. For a more complete review of “druglike” properties, please see the recent
Annual Reports in Computational Chemistry review [58]. Project teams may preferentially identify “leadlike” compounds with lower molecular weights and ClogP
values [57]. In the next stage, the lead generation stage, the project team typically
defines druggability as the potential to find a compound with nanomolar potency, drug-like properties, as well as experimentally-measured properties related
to unwanted secondary pharmacology (for example, selectivity in the CEREP or
MDS Panlabs panel), metabolism (microsomal stability, hepatocyte stability, and
cytochrome P450 inhibition), and intestinal absorption (permeability, rodent pharmacokinetics).
A group at Abbott has demonstrated that hit-rates from NMR-based fragment
screening are a good indicator of the target’s druggability [59,60]. The fragment
library consisted of “fragmentlike” compounds that have an average molecular
weight of 220 and average ClogP of 1.5. Screening a fragment library of around
10,000 compounds using NMR technologies may be more cost effective than
screening a full compound library that commonly contain over a million compounds.
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3.2 Sequence analysis
In addition to the largely experimental screening approaches, druggability can be
assessed based on bioinformatics analysis of the protein sequence. Sequence similarity can be used to determine whether the gene of interest is part of a gene
family or sub-family with known druggability status [61]. For instance, aminergic
G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCR) and protein kinases are known to be druggable based on marketed drugs as well as collective HTS and medicinal chemistry
experience, and so a new aminergic GPCR or protein kinase would be expected to
be druggable as well. Hopkins and Groom did a systematic “druggable genome”
analysis to identify 130 gene families that are targeted by rule-of-five compliant
compounds, and they then identified proteins from the human genome that map
to these gene families [61]. The results suggest that only 10% of genes in the human genome map to precedented druggable gene families, and that only 5% are
both druggable and disease-relevant. The analysis has been updated by Overington et al. [62] as well as others [63–66], and workers at Novartis have set up a
public web server for running a target sequence query against known druggable
sequences at http://function.gnf.org/druggable/index.html, although the server
is only for academic and non-profit use [66]. Some have pointed out that the much
larger “druggable proteome” or “druggable targetome” is more relevant than the
“druggable genome” [67]. For instance, the proteasome can be inhibited by a small
molecule, and, in addition, there is emerging evidence that protein–protein complexes such as MDM2-p53 are druggable. Nevertheless, the argument that only a
small fraction of targets are druggable is not generally contested, and argues for
the importance of assessing targets systematically [2,3].

3.3 Structure analysis
Whereas small molecule drugs usually bind to pockets, the reverse is not always
true—not all pockets on a biological target are druggable. Upon inspecting crystal
structures of druggable and difficult druggability protein binding sites, it becomes
clear that druggable pockets tend to be deep, hydrophobic, and of a limited size.
Druggable pockets tend to reflect the properties of the drug-like ligands that they
bind, and so they might also be called “drug-like binding sites” or “beautiful binding sites” [61,68].
How does one identify beautiful binding sites? Available algorithms include
those for identifying ligand-binding “hot spots” on the surface of protein structures, which include fragment-based approaches as well as statistical approaches
based on structural descriptors. A computational solvent mapping approach was
able to identify known druggable pockets based on known crystal structures, and
can further be used to identify hotspots on protein surfaces [69]. Another approach precalculates a van der Waals potential at nodes of a grid that envelops
the protein, and then searches for high-scoring grid clusters in order to predict
ligand binding pockets [70,71]. Statistical learning approaches include those developed for identifying functional sites [72]. One example is a neural net approach
called HotPatch [73] that is based on calculated electrostatic potential, charge, concavity, surface roughness, and hydrophobicity values. HotPatch was successfully
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used by another group to predict an allosteric small-molecule site in caspases [74].
Another algorithmic approach that is easier to interpret combines probabilistic distribution functions (PDFs) for a similar set of properties [75]. SiteMap
(Schrodinger, Inc.) identifies and scores binding sites based on the typical physiochemical properties and, additionally, a “hydrophobic enclosure” term, which
accounts for pocket shape in hydrophobic desolvation [76,77].
The approaches discussed so far, however, are focused on predicting pockets
for any ligand, as opposed to predicting sites for druglike ligands or how druggable
a given binding site is. The statistical approaches discussed so far could, in theory, capture druggability given a training set. Work by Hajduk et al. [59] was the
first published approach using a statistical method to directly address druggability
prediction. They derived a druggability scoring function by performing statistical
regression of physiochemical properties calculated for a variety of protein pockets
to hit-rates from NMR screening of “leadlike” fragments. More specifically, protein pockets defined using an InsightII (Accelrys, Inc.) flood-fill algorithm were
analyzed to generate physiochemical descriptors, including surface area, volume,
roughness, and number of charged residues, as well as descriptors of the pocket
shape—pocket compactness and three principal moment descriptors. These calculated descriptors were then fitted to NMR fragment-screening data to yield a
score, termed the ‘druggability index’ (DI ):
Druggability index = −14.0 · XPocketCompactness + 13.6 · log(XPocketCompactness )
+ 2.98 · log(XApolarContactArea ) − 0.023 · XApolarContactArea
+ 2.98 · log(XSurfaceArea ) − 0.44 · log(XPolarContactArea )
+ 1.2 · log(XThirdPrincipalMoment ) − 1.03 · log(XFirstPrincipalMoment )
+ 0.71 · XRoughness
− 0.16 · XNumberChargedResidues
− 1.11.
Other descriptors included in the regression (volume, polar surface area, total
contact area, and second principal moment) were found to be insignificant and
not included in the final equation. With the training set of 23 proteins, the model
yielded an r2 of 0.65 and a q2 of 0.56. On an external test set of 35 proteins, 94% of
the known druggable pockets were correctly predicted as druggable.
In another work, Cheng et al. took an approach that combines a biophysics
model with the concept of drug-like physiochemical properties [78]. Intuitively,
druggable pockets are hydrophobic [68,79], deep, and have a limited size. The
authors used a literature biophysical model for the hydrophobic effect and normalized the equation for drug-like size. The resulting ‘Maximal Affinity Prediction’
(MAP) equation is an estimate of the maximal affinity of a given binding site for a
small molecule with ‘druglike’ properties.
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The MAP score is a continuous score reported as the estimated best Kd achievable by a passively absorbed, non-covalent oral drug:
target

Maximal drug-like affinity = −γ (r) ·

Anonpolar
target

Atotal

2

· 300 Å ,

where γ (r) =

cal
mol·Å2
1.4
1 − rcurvature

45

.

The surface areas, A, are the measured nonpolar and total surface areas on the
defined binding pocket, and, for a concave pocket, the γ (r) term represents how
easily water will leave a hydrophobic cavity [80–83]. A deeper pocket would have
a smaller radius of curvature, rcurvature , and thus a larger γ (r), indicating that water
will leave more easily, while a completely flat surface would have an rcurvature of
infinity. The model is based on a physical model describing hydrophobic free energies of hydrocarbons in water [80,82], from which the authors then normalized the
surface area to account for drug-like properties—in particular, they normalized for
a druglike molecular weight cut-off of about 550 Da, which is equivalent to about
300 Å2 of surface area [78]. Interestingly, drug-like PSA constraints (<140 Å2 ) are
accounted for in the model if we assume that the protein pocket PSA complements
the ligand PSA. A high polar surface area on the protein pocket will reduce the pre2

dicted maximal druglike affinity, and for a pocket with PSA = 140 Å and fairly
deep rcurvature = 6 Å, the MAP score is 5 µM.
In the MAP model, druggable targets have predicted Kd ’s in the nM range,
while difficult targets had predicted Kd ’s greater than 100 nM. In the retrospective
analysis, several targets were predicted to be difficult targets despite drugs being
on the market. Through scholarship they found that these predicted difficult targets were only druggable through a prodrug or active transport approach, pointing out that the approach is useful for predicting passively-absorbed, oral druggability, and other approaches for achieving druggability such as covalent adduct
formation, metal chelation, prodrug development, active transport, and allosteric
modulation should be kept in mind for difficult targets. In a forward prediction
experiment, the authors successfully predicted the druggability of two novel drug
targets, fungal homoserine dehydrogenase and haemopoetic prostaglandin D synthase, where druggability was determined by the outcome of a high-throughput
screen and subsequent lead optimization at Pfizer [78]. In theory, the lower the
maximal affinity of the target binding site, the more freedom the team has in
modifying the compound to optimize pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic
properties while maintaining efficacious potencies. The druggability boundary of
100 nM is generic, and the quantitative predicted Kd values can be useful where a
nM affinity inhibitor is, based on physiology, not needed [84].
Although the DI and MAP equations have different forms, the dominant terms
are exceptionally consistent. In the MAP model non-polar surface area and curvature are the properties used, while in the DI model the highest-weighted descriptors are surface area and pocket compactness (which correlates with curvature).
Since the methods use static crystal structures, one natural issue is how to capture protein flexibility. The MAP approach was robust to differences in the binding
site between different co-crystal structures for a set of enzymes where multiple cocrystals were available at the time. The binding sites, however, were all enzyme
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binding sites that largely consist of stable secondary structure motifs (helices and
sheets), and binding sites that are composed of long unstructured regions will certainly see larger variations. For more flexible binding sites, molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation could be used. Indeed, applying the DI approach to snapshots
from a MD simulation was necessary and sufficient to correctly predict the druggability of FKBP, Bcl-xL, and AKT-PH domain small-molecule binding sites [85].
These three binding sites involve long loop regions. Another group showed that
for three protein-protein binding sites (Bcl-xl, IL-2, and MDM2), MD simulations
starting from the apo-crystal conformations successfully resulted in sampling of
the known small-molecule bound conformation [86]. Both studies use known
druggable proteins, and it would be useful to know if difficult targets can be correctly assessed as well. The lesson here might be that even when starting from
ligand-bound structures, care should be taken in assessing druggability of binding sites involving any loop regions, and static structures should not be used at all
without simulation of their flexibility if the binding site is formed partially by loop
regions. If the experimental conformation in hand is calculated to be sufficiently
druggable however, flexibility becomes a non-issue. Flexible protein surfaces can
reveal more druggable binding sites than the static structures indicate, as been
shown crystallographically in the case of IL-2 [87,88], and calculating the inherent
flexibility or adaptability of a site may help in predicting its druggability [89,90].
For targets assessed or found through experience to be difficult, computational
methods can aid in lead optimization. In general, structure-based design methods,
such as those discussed earlier for identifying hot spots as well as those reviewed
in [91], can be useful in driving potency in a more directed manner. Pockets that are
difficult to drug tend to be polar, and quantitative charge-optimization approaches
can be useful in optimizing leads based on electrostatic interactions, taking into
account ligand and receptor desolvation which can be difficult to visualize [92].
Allosteric modulation is increasingly sought [93], and emerging computational
methods that combine druggable pocket prediction with functional residue prediction may eventually aid allosteric drug identification [53].

4. CONCLUSIONS
This review covered cheminformatics, bioinformatics, and structure-based drug
design approaches and how they aid assessment of selectivity and druggability as
well as setting of lead optimization strategies. While computational approaches
will continue to improve in accuracy, they are nevertheless useful today for bringing together data in a rational, model-based manner to inform experiments and
decision making.
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